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Using Onscreen 
Keyboard

When you start an application or select a 
field that requires text or numbers, onscreen 
keyboard becomes available.

1. Tap the text input area.

①Reverse order key
Show the previous character assigned to the 
key.

②Cursor move key (left)
Move the cursor to the left. Shorten a 
segment by one character for sequential 
segment conversion. Also used for wild card 
character prediction.

③Symbol key
Open symbols/smiley list. When  appears 
perform alphanumeric and Japanese kana 
conversion.

④ Input mode key
Switch input modes (Hiragana → single-byte 
alphabets → single-byte numbers → Hiragana 
→ …).
Tap and hold to open a panel to enable 
switching of input mode and switching to a 
PC like keyboard.

⑤Backspace key
Delete a character before the cursor. Tap and 
hold for continuous deletion.

⑥Cursor move key (right)
Move the cursor to the right. Extend a 
segment by one character for sequential 
segment conversion. Also used for wild card 
character prediction.

⑦Space key
Enter a space or perform sequential segment 
conversion.

⑧Enter key
Enter return, or confirm a reading of text 
being entered (segment being converted).

⑨Enter “゛”(dakuten)/“゜”(han-dakuten) 
and convert to upper/lower case for a 
character being entered or before the 
cursor.

⑩10 key
⑪Enter “、”(toten) and “。”(kuten).

Indicator Input mode

Kanji hiragana

Double-byte katakana

Single-byte katakana

Double-byte alphabets

Input mode

②
③

⑤

④

①
⑥
⑦
⑧

⑨ ⑪⑩

Single-byte alphabets

Double-byte numbers

Single-byte numbers

Indicator Input mode
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Entering Hiragana/Kanji 
(Japanese)

To enter kanji, press the corresponding keys 
until target kana appear, then convert kana 
to kanji.

Example: To enter “携帯”

1. In Kanji hiragana input mode

2. Enter “けいたい”

Candidate appears in the candidate 
area.
To enlarge/minimize candidate area, tap 

/  right of candidate area.

Tapping 英数カナ , perform 
alphanumeric or Japanese kana 
conversion.

Tapping 変換 , candidate for the 
entering character appears.
Tap cursor key ( / ) to change 
character conversion range.

3. In candidates, tap “携帯”
“携帯” is entered.
Change candidates for selected 
character. 

Using QWERTY Keypad

Enter kanji, enter hiragana then convert to 
kanji.
● Tap and hold the input mode key, then tap  

or  to switch to QWERTY keyboard. 

Example: To enter “携帯”

1. In Kanji hiragana input mode

2. Enter “けいたい”
■To enter in Roman alphabet/Hiragana

Candidate appears in candidate area.
To enlarge/minimize a candidate area, 
tap /  right of candidate area.

Tip
･ When you do not need the keyboard, 

close it by pressing Menu Key ( ). To 
show the keyboard again, tap a text box 
onscreen or when a text field is selected, 
press Optical Joystick.
･ If you need to insert or delete a character, 

use the Optical Joystick to position the 
cursor next to the character to edit, or tap 
a text box on the screen.
･ If you use predictive conversion when 

inputting single-byte alphabets, a single 
space will be automatically added 
following a selected candidate string. 
Delete the space manually if needed.

Tip
･ If a word is selected once, it appears first 

among candidates via the learning 
function.

(4 times) (2 times)  (1 time) (2 times)

        け                  い                   た                い

“k” “e”    “i”    “t” “a”  “i”

    け          い        た        い
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Tapping 変換 , the candidate for the 
entering character appears.

3. Tap “携帯” from candidates
“携帯” is entered.
The candidate can be selected further 
according to the selected character. 

Symbol/Emoticon

Select symbols/emoticon from corresponding 
menu.

1. Text entry screen ＞ Symbol key
Tap the symbol key to switch the 
symbol/emoticon list.

2. Select symbols/emoticon

L

Adjusting Touch Input 
Settings

Open touch input settings by doing one of 
the following:
In Home screen, press Menu Key ( ) and 
then tap Settings > Language & keyboard > 
iWnn IME.

Tip
･ If a word is selected once, it appears first 

among candidates using the learning 
function.

Conversion
candidates

Item Description

Sound on 
Key Press

Select to hear a clicking sound 
whenever you tap a key on the 
keyboard.

Vibrate on 
Key Press

Select to enable vibration 
feedback whenever you tap a 
key on the keyboard.

Key Preview
Select to enlarge an entering 
key.

Auto 
Capitalization

Set to capitalize the first 
character of a sentence in 
alphabet mode.

Keyboard 
Image

Set to change the keyboard 
layout of the keyboard.

Input Word 
Learning

Set to learn input words.

Word 
Prediction

Set to display predicted words 
as conversion candidates.
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Typing Error 
Correction

Set to show predicted words 
for correcting typing error.

Wildcard 
Prediction

Set to use the wildcard 
prediction function. 

Japanese 
User 
Dictionary

Add words in the predictive 
text dictionary in Kanji hiragana 
mode. 

English User 
Dictionary

Add words in the predictive 
text dictionary in the Single-
byte alphabets mode.

Dictionary 
from 
Contacts

Set to show predicted words as 
conversion candidates from 
Contacts information.

Clear 
Learning 
Dictionary

Reset learning dictionary.

Item Description
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